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the "psdzdata" is for the e-sys ecu update code, such as the pdw ecu update code, and firmware
update code. these are the things that you can use to update the car ecu. you can only choose to
download the full version. (the "psdzdata lite" is for the car diagnostic code. and you can only choose
to download the lite version. why? because the car diagnostic code cannot be updated. only the "e-
sys" software can be updated. so there is no need to download the "psdzdata lite". you should only
choose the "psdzdata full" version. just download it. to install this "psdzdata full", you need to
download and install "e-sys". at first, you should download the "e-sys" version. then you should
download the "e-sys lite" version. the reason why you should download the "e-sys lite" version is that
it can be a benefit for you to use the "e-sys lite" version to update the "e-sys" software, and then the
"e-sys" will update itself automatically. that is what the "e-sys" lite version is for. mar 29, 2016 how
to share psdzdata files between ista/p and e-sys march 29, 2016 uobdii car diagnostic tool 0 here are
some optional solutions offered by icom a2 uses to share psdz data folders between esys and ista p.
jan 05, 2019 psdzdata is for use with esys, which is for f/g/i series cars only. for e-series cars, the
tools are all different, different software, and different cable. psdzdata v4.15.20lite and psdzdatalite
v.62.5 free donwload. aug 31, 2020 bmw psdzdata full v.4.22.31 win 132.53 gb the psdzdata are ecu
data files, is basically a pack that contains all the data needed for e-sys to be able to code a car,
flash ecus and update firmware of.

Psdzdata 48.2

hi there,im trying to make a lite version of the lastest e-sys, but the lastest version is v3.22.5 and i
dont have that file for download, i got a version for v3.28.1, but its a full one. i cant download it from

here either, so. oct 03, 2019 download e-sys 3.1+psdzdata lite v3.61.1 for bmw f10 coding march
24, 2017 uobdii car diagnostic software, car diagnostic tool 0 here you can free download e-sys 3.1
and psdzdata lite v3.1 for bmw f series coding includes bmw f10! when to use psdzdata full when to

use psdzdata litethe car got reprogrammed.create a flash tal with lite version, and see what ecus are
targeted for update, and then if needed, download full version and flash them.if youre not going to
flash the ecu and just doing fdl coding then the lite version is all you need.lite version is identical,

but with all the swfl (flash firmware files) removed, which are only needed for flashing (not coding),
so it weighs in at only 25% of the size.does psdzdata work with the obdii bluetooth module or only
the e-net interfaceenet cable only. mar 29, 2016 how to share psdzdata files between ista/p and e-
sys march 29, 2016 uobdii car diagnostic tool 0 here are some optional solutions offered by icom a2
uses to share psdz data folders between esys and ista p. jan 05, 2019 psdzdata is for use with esys,
which is for f/g/i series cars only. for e-series cars, the tools are all different, different software, and

different cable. psdzdata v4.15.20lite and psdzdatalite v.62.5 free donwload. aug 31, 2020 bmw
psdzdata full v.4.22.31 win 132. 5ec8ef588b
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